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Due to recent improvements in image resolution and acquisition speeds, materials microscopy is experiencing an 

explosion in imaging data. Yet, despite the volume of images generated, the overall accessibility landscape is 

highly fragmented, as researchers who do release images to the public, often only do so as snapshots of their 

larger private dataset in context of scientific journal publications. The effort to automatically consolidate images 

and descriptive information from web-based platforms has garnered broad attention from the computer vision, 

language technologies, and chemistry/materials informatics communities [1]–[4]. However, these methods are 

problematic for scientific figures because over 30% of figures are compound in nature [5], and it is the individual 

images themselves, paired with relevant context, that are necessary for construction a proper labeled dataset.  To 

this end, we outline the design of a software pipeline for the automatic EXtraction, Separation, and Caption-based 

natural Language Annotation of IMages from scientific figures (EXSCLAIM!). Successful consolidation of 

materials imaging across literature sources will enhance navigation and searchability of materials microscopy 

images for both novice and experienced researchers, as well as establish the framework necessary for users to 

search by images, text, or some combination of both. 

The EXSCLAIM! pipeline is composed of three main extraction classes: a (1) JournalScraper, (2) 

CaptionDistributor, and (3) FigureSeparator [6]. These extraction classes are executed sequentially, reading a 

user query and manipulating a JSON data structure to document all information pertinent to the creation of a 

large-scale imaging dataset offline. The JournalScraper is designed to collect images from open access articles in 

Nature, American Chemical Society (ACS), and Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC) journal families. The 

CaptionDistributor uses custom adaptations of the tokenization and tagging tools in the spaCy [7] natural 

language processing (NLP) toolkit to distribute complete grammatical segments of text to the associated image in 

the figure, alongside any keywords found in the text that are relevant to the initial query. Finally, the figure itself 

is segmented (separated) at a semantic level into master images, which appropriately represent the entirety of the 

image that each assigned caption refers to. This could be a single image, or a collection of images highlighting 

temporal, structural evolution, etc., that are part of the same subfigure description. 

As a test case, open access articles in the Nature family journals were collected from a search of electron 

microscopy images combined with a wildcard-style general search of nanostructures (i.e. nano* = nanoparticle, 

nanosheet, nanoflake, nanorod, etc.). This particular query returned a total of 13,450 open-source articles with 

83,504 figure-caption pairs and over 4300 microscopy images explicitly related to one of the nanostructure types 

in the search query. To quantify the caption distribution steps, we analyzed images returned from within the top 

10% of articles (based on relevance to the query) and found the precision rate at approximately 87% for images 

related to the query keyword that were classified as microscopy with high-confidence. A schematic summarizing 

some of the content saved in the image record of the final JSON is presented in Figure 1. Furthermore, the caption 

text is distributed in a grammatically appropriate way, even with multiple descriptive adjectives (the main 

keywords describing the individual images) referring to a single noun, “images”. 
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Figure 1. Schematic showing the relation between the initial figure/caption pair and subsequent image objects 

extracted in the EXSCLAIM! software pipeline. The highlighted microscopy image objects demonstrate a 

successful pairing between the images and their respective caption descriptions. Demo ‘Figure 1’ obtained      

from [8]. 
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